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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Mel Gibson’s wife!

Wednesday, April 15, 2009

“Here’s a tip to avoid death by
celebrity: First off, get a life.
They can’t touch you if you’re out
doing something interesting.”
~ Kent Nichols &
Douglas Sarine

Political
Correctness
Run Amok
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

If there is any singular injustice
that plagues people of all
shapes, sizes, colors, and
smells, it is this: discrimination. No one appreciates being brought down because
of their social or ethnic status,
and as such a strange phenomenon emerged - political correctness. New, more
complicated phrases like
“Asian-American,” “historically disinclined,” and “vertically challenged” emerged
in efforts to make even oddballs like me feel special
and included. I’ve noticed,
however, that politically correct phraseology excludes
small children, who can’t
even say half the words we
use to “correctly” describe
anyone. There should be a
SimpleWiki version for the
under-tens!
As time has marched steadily
...see Tongue Twisters on back

The Steaming Pile

That Feeling

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

You know that feeling of having butterflies come close, most notably the circus
in your stomach? Probably not. Most peanut, but in the long run it’s not a
people, after all, don’t get the chance sustainable source of stomach stimulation.
to eat a bunch of
butter flies, and
What to do?! Well,
fewer still manage
if you’re not picky
to do so and have
or anything, you
them stay alive in
could eat some
one’s stomach. It
mothballs. See,
takes true genius,
mothballs work a
sword-swallowlot like those foam
ing skills, or simply
dinosaur pellets
good luck to get
that expand when
them down there
you put them in
in one piece and
water. All you gotstill be able to enjoy their last few
ta do is swallow
wing beats bethem and when
fore they become
they hit your gastric
a healthy snack.
juices… *poof*
In the meantime
moths in your
though, butterflies
stomach! They
in the stomach is one Mmm! Don’t you just want a big bowl of won’t be as pretty or
lepidoptera for breakfast?
of the most deliciously
soft as butterflies, but
nice feelings in the world.
if that’s all you’ve got it’s better than
nothing.
Fact: there are no butterflies in Houghton
to eat. Now how are you supposed to Other possible alternatives include
feel their little wings stroking the lining of feather dusters, spider silk, dandelion
your gut if there aren’t any for hundreds seeds, and fiberglass insulation. Don’t
of miles?! Blowing leaves and garbage say I didn’t warn you though; none of
aren’t nearly as nice, and dollar bills are these work as well as genuine, living
better spent on candy. Certain candies
...see Flutter-bys! on back

Ha! Hey! What’s the rumpus?!

Straight from you-know-where!
Rejected Disney World Rides & Attractions

Colon Cannon
The Adventures of Timmy the
Tapeworm
House of Tomorrow: Yurt Edition
The Spinning Goatse
EuroDisneyland America
Hitler’s Happy Fun Camp
Third World Village Petting Zoo
The Hall of Despots
North Koreatown
Fertilizer Pit
Spinning Shot Glasses
The Line Simulator 2.0
The Tunnel of Mole-Station
The Sodomizer
Pirates of Somalia
Staircase Mountain
The Bottomless Ball Pit
Sewage Log Ride
NAMBLA Massage Clinic
Michael Jackson Hall of Mirrors
A Copyrighted World…
Osama’s Cave Maze

Trail of Tears: The Labyrinth
Hindenberg Balloon Ride
The Exit
Columbine Laser Tag 3D
Suicide Bomb Dodge
Spy Kids 1-D
Pay me Five Dollars
History of Recycled Food
Character Rehabilitation Center
Cholera-Free Rainforest Café
Communism: The Waterslide
Uranium Centrifuge Teacups
Build-a-Bear: China
The Unemployment Line
It’s an Obese World, After All
The Anorexia House of Mirrors
Neverland Ranch Pony Rides
The Epileptic Light and Laser Show!
The Concentration Campground
Indiana Jones Refrigerator
Adventure
The Marijuana Gardens

Sunshine’s Searcher

...Flutter-bys! from front feet and I was all set.
butterflies for elevating you to the next
I only tripped over a few other things
level of ohhh maaaaaannn.
on my way home, including a puppy.
Take it from me folks. I’ve got this but- It’s still alive.
terfly thing down. Every time I look
at the sun, trip and fall and smash my I don’t know – maybe it was the
face in someone’s flower bed, or weather. Maybe it was some sort of
simply get really hungry – wham! But- chemical released from melting snow.
terflies. Even when I don’t want them, It may have even been a stray alien
like in class after I accidentally drank a brain wave from another galaxy. But
bottle of expanding foam. The but- whatever it was, it won’t go away.
terflies can strike at anytime, anywhere. And thank goodness too, because I
This makes for some awfully awkward was just about to start eating scorpions and cockroaches to get my fix.
situations, let me tell ya.

Why, just the other day I was walking
around outside when I looked over to
my left, smiled, and got some butterflies. Ah, it was great. Then I tripped,
a common symptom of having butterflies. But that wasn’t about to stop me!
I didn’t even need to eat butterflies to
get their tingling sensations. All I had
to do was look around and not pay
attention to where I was putting my
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Can’t get that funny butterfly feeling?
Wait a few more weeks. Spring will
be here, and the next thing you know
it fall will be right around the corner,
both prime times to go out with your
giant net to catch yourself a hefty
harvest of winged beauties. So get
out there! Get off the computer! Find
yourself a friend and go hunting for academic year - measures that Mroz
good feeling!
and other higher-ups insist will make
“everything crystal-clear.” Clear as es...Tongue Twisters from front pecially thick mud, cries the student
on, Michigan Tech has decided that it body!
would revamp some of the less fashionable nouns on campus. “Dormito- “I’m not really sure how I feel about all
ries” became known as “residence of these PC changes,” said Luke Willett,
halls” as the years passed; “freshmen” a trustworthy, organized, residentrecently gained the Hogwarts-esque promoting enthusiasm distribution oftitle “first years,” and the quintessential ficer (TORPEDO) in DHH. “It’s getting to
cafeteria donned a new “dining hall” the point that I can’t remember what
hat for as-yet unknown reasons.
it was like just being an RA!”
“The logic here is anything but arbitrary,” insists president Glenn Mroz. “A
fine institution like Tech has a responsibility to ensure that every student
- and their activities - feels welcomed
and respected. We can’t allow any
more of this political incorrectitude!”

Brought to you by Jeremy “Mr.
Sunshine” Loucks

A JOHNSON
ARTHUR
B HARRISON
BUCHANON
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CLEVELAND
CLINTON
COOLIDGE
EISENHOWER
F D ROOSEVELT
FILLMORE
FORD
GARFIELD
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GRANT
G W BUSH
HAYES
HOOVER
JACKSON
J ADAMS
JEFFERSON

sides of an 8.5-by-11 sheet of paper
to print on. If everything has to be P.C.,
we’ll be using size four font by next
semester. It’ll be the death of the Daily
Bull – what’s next, the Thrice-Weekly
Satirical Publication With A Joke in the
Title About Excrement? Argh!”

J Q ADAMS
KENNEDY
LINCOLN
L JOHNSON
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MCKINLEY
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NIXON
OBAMA
PIERCE
POLK
REAGAN
TAFT
TAYLOR
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TRUMAN
TYLER
VAN BUREN
WASHINGTON
W H HARRISON
WILSON

these changes are invited to contact
the Hamar House for Affordable,
Conveniently Spaced Emotional
Recuperation--

Editor’s note: The end of this article
has been removed due to blithering
insanity. We apologize for… well, no.
The university also plans to spend You’re welcome.
between “an arm/leg” and “firstborn”
on new signs for all organizations,
buildings, and departments undergoing name refurbishment. “StateSanctioned Soul Sucking Society”
(S5) will replace the marquee above
the math department doors. Other
phrases to be incorporated with the
incoming first-year class will include
“monetarily overbearing financial ordeals” (MOFOs, formerly ‘Experience
Tech’ fees).

Several student organizations have expressed their dismay at the upcoming
edits to Tech-speak. “We already print
an acceptable-length newspaper. It’s
going to waste a ton of ink to be that
correct. You could fill in Lake Superior
with that much ink!” pointed out Jeremiah Baumann, a Lode staff member.
New measures have been prom- The Daily Bull’s own Nathan ‘Invincible’ Those feeling overwhelmed, left
ised for the upcoming 2009-2010 Miller added, “We only have the two out, or wholeheartedly confused by

